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The ME I WANT TO BE
BY JOHN ORTBERG
Tony pulley
S1
The Me I Want to Be curriculum is a powerful study in becoming the unique, fully
alive, flourishing person God intended. Pastor and author John Ortberg teaches
through five sessions about how you can move toward becoming God's best version
of you in four specific areas: your mind, your time, your relationships, and your
experiences.
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The Quest
By beth moore
Dawn hobson
S2
Find greater intimacy with God as you ask and discuss deeper questions of faith,
seeing them as inherent and essential to growth. The Quest is a cross between a
curriculum and a journal, between a classroom and a prayer closet, with three
primary objectives:
• To promote deeper intimacy with God.
• To help foster a sojourner mentality to aid as comfort that we are only
passing through this world on our way somewhere else. This is not our
home.
• To foster an adventurer-mentality as royal subjects of royal blood
unrecognized by the world but headed to an unshakable kingdom worth the
arduous trip (Acts 14:22).
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LIFE CHANGING PRAYER
By jim cymbala
Hampton hancock
T1
Jim Cymbala, pastor of Brooklyn Tabernacle, unlocks the truths he has learned about
prayer that transformed his church from a struggling inner-city congregation to a
thriving community of believers who pray with passion, focus, and faith.
He reveals how prayer can likewise transform your life and your church when you
"approach God's throne of grace with confidence" (Hebrews 14:1), certain in the
knowledge that will meet with you, answer your requests, and extend his mercy to
you. It is at the throne of grace that you will also receive power to confront your
problems without anxiety, and where the Holy Spirit will gradually shape you into a
person who impacts others for Christ.
Prayer is the force that binds believers together, and when God's people unite and
call on his name, powerful things happen in our world.
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God’s at war
By kyle idleman
Rick brewer
W1
Kyle Idleman's riveting new study, gods at war properly notes that Christians and the
church correctly emphasize the need to identify and eradicate sin. But what if we're
actually missing the point? What if all sin has a common root? Is there a core issue
that we failing to address?
In this new series, Kyle Idleman challenges our presumptions about sin by suggesting
that all sin derives from the same source—idolatry. While we don't see many "graven
images" around today, Kyle argues that there are still countless gods passionately at
war for the throne of our hearts. If we put the wrong god on the throne, our lives
will be thrown into chaos, and all of the effort we put into fighting sin and
overcoming it will be futile.
By chrystal evans
She’s still there
Bobbi gaylourd
W2
hurst
Poor decisions, a lack of intentionality or planning, or a long-term denial of deep
hopes and dreams can leave a woman, old or young, reeling from the realization that
she is lost, disappointed, or simply numb.
What's a woman to do, if her life is not taking shape the way that she thought that it
would despite all of the knowledge available and possibly even consumed? What
happens when she looks at herself in the mirror, lingering just a little longer than
usual and realizes that she no longer recognizes the person staring back at her? What
does she do when she sees that, somehow, her life has drifted away from her hopes,
dreams, or plans? How does she find the part of herself that she's lost and realign her
daily actions to the system of belief to which she subscribes?
It's one thing to "know" you were created and designed for a purpose and have the
power to reach the potential that lies within. It's another thing to "do" what you were
created to do.
The bible jesus read
By Philip yancey
Adam vantreese
tH1
Does the Old Testament read like a murky mystery to you? Let this illuminating
video exploration help you understand those sometimes shocking and cryptic
writings---and get to know God better! Wielding scholarship, insight, and in-depth
interviews, Philip Yancey leads eight small-group sessions that explore five crucial
segments of the Old Testament: Job, Deuteronomy, Psalms, Ecclesiastes, and the
prophets.
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